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Abstract
The MIDI-Airguitar is a hand held musical controller
based on Force Sensing Resister (FSR) and Accelerometer
technology. The hardware and software implementation of
the MIDI-Airguitars are described below. Current practices
of the authors in performance are discussed.

1. Introduction
The MIDI-Airguitar was invented to allow the authors to
perform their electronics works with gestures similar to
those of one mimicking an aggressive rock guitar player.
We had explored other technologies such as video tracking
in SoftVNS2.0 and capacitance sensing using Theremins,
which provided gestural control of sound. But these
technologies did not allow accessible yet precise control of
musical parameters, such as pitch. We sought to develop
an interface that provided a low threshold for making
sound but also a high ceiling for virtuosic musical
improvisation [1]. In addition to our lofty musical goals we
had several practical goals for the instrument: portability (it
must fit in a carry-on-sized bag and setup time must be
fast); flexibility (it must be easy to change mappings via
software without hardware or firmware modifications);
rock-ability (it must allow experienced players to perform
[ideally engaging the audience] without the need to focus
on feedback from the computer screen); robustness (it must
be able to be dropped often).

Figure 1. The MIDI-Airguitar prototype

2.

Hardware and Firmware

The device consists of two 12 oz soda can sized units (2.5”
PVC pipe fittings with fibreglass and epoxy-resin
additions) covered with Force Sensing Resistors (FSRs)
and wires. Four of the FSRs are configured such that the
fingers rest on or just over them when holding the devices
in ones hands. Four additional FSRs rest under the thumb.
Dual axis accelerometers, ADC circuitry and 9v batteries
are stuffed in side each pipe. The accelerometers are
mounted such that one reaches the minimum/maximum tilt
of the x-axis by turning his palms toward the floor or
ceiling (depending which hand). One reaches the
minimum/maximum tilt of the y-axis by flexing/fully
extending the elbow.

Inspired by others who have developed portable
precision input devices such as The Hands [2] The Lady’s
Glove [3], and systems designed for Airgutarists [4], we
developed a controller that could be held in the hand like
some of Steve Mann’s keyers [5] but did not wrap around
the back of the hand. During development and in
performance we needed to put down the devices to operate
the laptop, or stage mixer. Data gloves could be worn
while typing, but not while using track pads or mixers.

The ADC circuitry is based on the MidiTron™[6]. The
pic-chip firmware reads the 10 ADCs of the 18F2550 [7],
takes a running average of each of the 10 readings, and
sends each reading as a MIDI Continuous Control
message, if the new reading is different than the average.
This firmware reduces noisy readings as well as excessive
redundant continuous control messages.
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3. Software and Mapping
The MIDI-Airguitars are mapped similarly to a guitar
such that the left hand controls the pitch and the right hand
articulates and modifies timbre. Sounds generated are
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based on an extended Karplus-Strong string model [8] [9],
utilizing the right hand to dynamically excite and/or
dampen the string. The pitch mapping system uses the left
hand’s finger FSRs to form a 4-bit word and thus select
pitch class [10].
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This combined with continuous changes in instrument
shape and FSR mapping, rendered practicing ineffective
and perpetuated a dependency on visual feedback during
performance. Over time, as development steadied and the
software became more robust, the MIDI-Airguitar became
more manageable. It evolved into an instrument that can
be practiced methodically much like any acoustic
instrument where rehearsing skills, such as scales and
patterns, increases dexterity and musical prowess. In turn,
the dependency on visual feedback is eliminated allowing
performers to actively engage each other, the music, and
the audience rather than the laptop. Composition no longer
requires (p)re-programming, thus enormously widening
the MIDI-Airguitar’s musical and improvisational scope.

5. Conclusion
The MIDI-Airguitar is an exceptional controller that can
be used in a wide range of musical contexts. With
rehearsal one can master its tuning system and timbre
controls, potentially focusing on performance and
improvisation.
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4. Practice Makes Perfect
In developmental stages, composing for the MIDIAirguitar required continuous programming. For each
new piece, new software presets were needed to deal with
items such as tonicity, timbre, tempo, and quantization.
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